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Maryvale High School

“Empower students for life-long learning through effective instructional strategies within a culture of respect and responsibility.”
Teacher Observation Instrument
2015-2016

POST-Conference Guiding Questions

Standard
Indicator
Guiding Question(s)
Answers /Notes/Comments
Artifacts/Documents
Content
Use of Resources to Support
Content Literacy
How did students demonstrate proficiency of the lesson’s objective(s)?




Which specific research-based literacy strategies and/or communication skill building strategies did you use in this lesson?



Presentation of Content

Reflecting on the student friendly learning targets, how did you chunk the objectives, scaffold your instruction and ensure alignment to appropriate grade level standards?




How did you make your lesson relevant and create opportunities for interdisciplinary connections?


























Application of Content
Advancing individual learning of the content is a challenging task. What factors and data did you consider as you planned, designed and implement the instructional practices for this lesson?



How are you monitoring individual learning development for students? 







Assessment
Assessment Use and Alignment
What specific assessment results show academic growth and / or mastery of the lesson’s objective(s)?


What percent of your students showed growth and mastery of lesson objectives individually or by sub-group? 










Student Self-Assessment
What processes or activities did you use to guide your students to self-reflect on learning targets, their work and test results to address learning gaps and set learning goals?




Appropriate Assessment
What data can you share from the assessments you used in the lesson to show they were appropriate for your students?  




Utilizing Appropriate Data
What did you learn from analyzing your students’ assessment results and how will this guide your subsequent lesson planning and assessment methods?  



Instructional Practices
Reflection of Instruction

What process do you engage in to determine your lesson’s effectiveness? What are the strengths and weaknesses of this lesson? How will this affect future planning?





Monitor and Adjust
How did you monitor and adjust for individual student or sub group learning needs?


What feedback did you provide to individual students or sub groups to enhance their learning?


Professional Responsibilities
Classroom Performance Summative
What practices do you use to ensure information about student academic performance is current?



Service to Students
Provide evidence as agreed upon during the 1st pre-conference of the types of interventions you use to address student absences and / or academic success.



Educator Disposition
Provide evidence as agreed upon during the pre-conference, of the professional development activities you are actively participating in this year.


Provide evidence and mutually agreed upon of how you have supported Maryvale’s Continuous Improvement Plan in your classroom.




